Experimental and trajectory study on the reaction of protonated methionine with electronically excited singlet molecular oxygen (a1Δg): reaction dynamics and collision energy effects.
The reaction of protonated methionine with the lowest electronically excited state of molecular oxygen O(2)(a(1)Δ(g)) was studied in a guided ion beam apparatus, including the measurement of reaction cross sections over a center-of-mass collision energy (E(col)) range of 0.1-2.0 eV. A series of electronic structure and RRKM calculations were used to examine the properties of various complexes and transition states that might be important along the reaction coordinate. Only one product channel is observed, corresponding to generation of hydrogen peroxide via transfer of two hydrogen atoms (H2T) from protonated methionine to singlet oxygen. At low collision energies, the reaction approaches the collision limit and may be mediated by intermediate complexes. The reaction shows strong inhibition by collision energy, and becomes negligible at E(col) > 1.25 eV. A large set of quasi-classical direct dynamics trajectory simulations were calculated at the B3LYP/6-21G level of theory. Trajectories reproduced experimental results and provided insight into the mechanistic origin of the H2T reaction, how the reaction probability varies with impact parameter, and the suppressing effect of collision energy. Analysis of the trajectories shows that at E(col) = 1.0 eV the reaction is mediated by a precursor and/or hydroperoxide complex, and is sharply orientation-dependent. Only 20% of collisions have favorable reactant orientations at the collision point, and of those, less than half form precursor and hydroperoxide complexes which eventually lead to reaction. The narrow range of reactive collision orientations, together with physical quenching of (1)O(2) via intersystem crossing between singlet and triplet electronic states, may account for the low reaction efficiency observed at high E(col).